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ABSTRACT This thesis discusses the possibilities to visualise the presentation layer of a 

search engine on a mobile device in an alternative way. Previous work in the area has 

shown that the use of text-based-lists can be problematic when accessed on a device with a 

limited display. In the scope of the thesis and in order to tackle the current problems when 

displaying the results a literature review was carried out. The findings of the review formed 

the basis for a requirement definition on which a mock-up was developed. The mock-up 

was then evaluated and tested during a usability test where a number of users got to 

experience the alternative presentation layer that uses a visualisation technique called tree-

map. The results from the test show that the mock-up could be seen as a alternative to the 

current presentation of results. The mock-up also shows that a future implementation could 

also include the use of categories and sorting of information in order to provide content 

with a meaning.  

Keywords: Mobile search engines, mobile mock-up, mobile interaction, web 3.0, tree-map 

visualisations
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1 Introduction
Mobile devices such as iPhones, Personal Data Assistants (PDA’s) and smartphones are gaining in 

popularity and are emerging as a real competitor to the PC in terms of accessing the web. In a 

survey from 2008 about emerging trends on the Internet based on expert opinions, the result shows 

that by the year 2020, a mobile device will be the major tool for retrieving information (Pew 

Internet, 2008). This prediction is purely non-scientific, although the trend can be seen in many 

different areas. By the year of 2007, according to Informa Telecom (Informa Telecom, 2007), 3 

billion mobile subscriptions were reached worldwide. In parallel to the mobile trends presented 

above, information is suffering an evolution also. In order to facilitate the share-ability of 

information, early access and intercommunication between applications, most of the information is 

being centralised into web services. Applications like Google Calendar (Google Calendar, 2010), 

Google Docs (Google Docs, 2010) and the Microsoft Office Live Workspace from Microsoft 

(Microsoft, 2010) can be seen as examples of these developments. All these applications make it 

possible to support collaboration and sharing of information accessible on different platforms, both 

at desktop computers and mobile devices. Other examples of web-based applications are Wikipedia 

(Wikipedia, 2010), where information can be edited collaboratively and Delicious (Delicious, 2010) 

where users can share bookmarks. In this era, considered as the Information Era, users want to have 

access to the information at any place and any time. 

Mobile devices can be considered to be suitable tools to cover the information hunger. Users can 

access information through a laptop or a mobile device as long as there is a connection to the web. 

Current devices have large screens, better input capabilities and the possibility to view web pages in 

a full screen-mode. These different improvements have made the web in the mobile device more 

similar to the desktop-like solution, but there are still improvements to be done and mobile-device-

domain specific issues to be addressed. 

With the development of the mobile web, search engines have emerged as one of the most 

important tools for information retrieval. In a survey carried out in 2008, 70 percent of the users in 

the United States who had access to the web through their mobile device used a search engine to get 

their information (ABI Research, 2008). A typical result of a query from one of the search engines 

is presented as a text-based list and often on a large number of pages. This presentation is 

standardised in the web community and works fine on a normal-sized desktop where the user can 

scroll through and view a large number of hits. This is the main area where mobile search differs 

from desktop search. Even if the size of mobile devices is increasing and resolution is improving, 
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the sizes are still smaller than the common display of a desktop computer. This makes interactions 

like the scrolling of result-lists more complex and time consuming. Previous work in this area has 

shown that a more graphical approach to the display of results can be more effective. Heimonen et 

al., (2008) present a study where eighteen users got three versions of the same result-list, one 

textual and two graphical. Out of the eighteen, a majority preferred one of the graphical lists. This 

result is also highlighted in the conclusion of an article written by Church et al., (2008). In the 

conclusion, the writers clearly points out that the conventional way of displaying results in the 

mobile search engine is failing the users needs. Hearst (2009) predicts that mobile search is one of 

the most important areas in the development of search engine functionality.

1.1 Purpose and goal

As stated in the introduction, mobile search is one of the most important areas for the search 

engines to develop. Some issues have been addressed regarding the current presentation in mobile 

devices of search results, which so far have been displayed in a text-lists presentation. Therefore, 

the focus of this thesis is on the presentation layer of mobile search engines results. The goal with 

this research is to provide a visual alternative to the text-based lists, and to enhance the usability for 

the user when searching on a mobile device.

1.2 Research question

Based on the purpose and the goal described in section 1.1 this thesis will investigate the following 

question:

How can the user-experience in the presentation layer of search engine results on mobile devices be 

improved?

1.3 Scope and delimitations

The study of mobile devices and human computer interaction is a broad field. Therefore, some 

limitations need to be defined for the purpose of this research study. This thesis focuses on search 

engines and their current functionality when used on a mobile device. Mobile devices in the scope 

of this thesis will be defined as smart phones, PDA’s or other mobile units, that have the ability to 

present the web in full screen mode and with enhanced functionality as HTML/CSS and JavaScript. 

For the purpose of trying to find an answer to this research question, I will develop a mock-up that 

will have limited functionality, where the visual presentation will be the focus. As a mock-up, the 

functionality of queries and the collection of data will not be the main concern in the 

implementation, but will be briefly discussed in the section 4.1.5. The data presented in the mock-

up during the usability tests will be selected and gathered before the actual test begins. This means 
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that no live data from a real search engine will be presented. More information about this solution is 

presented in the section 4.1.5.

1.4 Disposition  

This thesis is organised as follows, in chapter two I will describe the methods which were chosen in 

order to explore the research question presented in section 1.2. Chapter 3 presents a literature 

review and ends with a summary of the findings of the related efforts in this field of investigation. 

Chapter 4 proceeds by presenting a requirement definition which concludes with the main 

characteristics of a prototype. The chapter continues with the implementation of this prototype. 

Chapter 5 discusses those aspects related to the development and implementation of the prototype 

and the results of the usability test that has been conducted. Chapter 6 ends this thesis by presenting 

the conclusions of the work carried out in this research and discussing future directions of research.
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2 Methods
This section describes the methods which were chosen in the scope of investigating the research 

question stated in section 1.2. 

2.1 Choice of approach

My approach to investigate and answer the research question includes three different methods. First 

off, I will carry out a literature review in the scope of gathering secondary data about the previous 

work made in the areas of mobile search engines, mobile devices, user-experience on mobile 

devices and visualisations. Second, I will define a set of requirements from the findings of the 

review performed in the first step. The definition becomes the base for a mock-up that I will 

develop and that will be presented later on in this thesis. The mock-up should be seen as a proof of 

concept and aims to show an alternative way to display a search result on a mobile device in 

comparison to the commonly seen text-list approach. The third step of this research is to carry out a 

test in the scope of investigating the usability of the mock-up and its presentation layer and 

functionality. A focus group interview will follow where the users in the usability test will get a 

chance to give qualitative feedback. The results from the tests and the developed mock-up are then 

examined and analysed in the last section of the thesis.

 

2.2 Literature review

2.2.1 Gathering of material

The material used in the literature review can be sorted into two different categories: books and 

articles. The articles have been gathered through searches in a number of scientific databases 

including; ACM Digital Library (ACM, 2010) IEEE Explorer (IEEE, 2010), Springerlink 

(SpringerLink, 2010), Google Scholar (Google Scholar, 2010) and ELIN (Linnæus University, 

2010). The articles were selected with the scope of gathering information about the different aspects 

of the thesis. The searches were carried out applying the following filters in the databases: mobile 

usability, mobile devices, mobile search engines, mobile search engines results and visualisations in 

mobile devices. The books used in this thesis have been found using the references from the 

material that was gathered.
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2.2.2 The different aspects of the literature review

The scope of the literature review will be to gather information that will later be used as a reference 

for the requirements in the development process of the mock-up. The different aspects include 

mobile search engines, mobile devices, user-experience on mobile devices and visualisations. These 

different aspects are chosen to understand the mobile user and the interaction with a mobile device 

while searching the web. 

2.3 Design process

The first step in the development of the mock-up was to make a requirement definition based on the 

outcome of the literature review. Sá et al., (2007) define the requirement definition as an essential 

bootstrap in the development process. The definition of requirements will focus on how the visual 

presentation as well as the functionality is going to be implemented. 

The second step in the development of the mock-up will be to make a paper prototype. I have 

chosen this approach mainly because of the advantages described by Snyder in her book Paper 

Prototyping (2003). She writes that paper prototyping is a method for designing, testing and refining 

user interfaces. Snyder lists the advantages of paper prototyping and she concludes that the method 

is good to provide instant user feedback early in the implementation process and encourages 

creativity in the development process. With paper prototyping, several different ideas can be 

presented in a short amount of time. The paper prototype included both the visual interface as well 

as the functionality of the mock-up. 

The third step in the development will be to implement the functionality and interface and display 

the result in a mobile device. This will be done using a webpage where the chosen interface will be 

presented and modified to work on a mobile device.  

2.4 Usability tests

The usability test will contain two parts. The first part will include a usability test where the users 

will test on a mobile device the previously developed mock-up. In this part, scenarios will be used 

where the participants complete different tasks on the developed mock-up. During the test, users 

will be observed while they interact with the mock-up. The second part of the test will be carried 

out in the form of a focus group interview. In this interview, the usability test will be evaluated and 

the participants will get the chance to discuss the presentation and functionality of the mock-up. 

The approach will aim to gather qualitative data. This qualitative approach focuses on getting 

exhaustive information from the participants (Jacobsen, 2002). I have selected this approach 
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because it does not limit the answers the participants of the study can give. When dealing with this 

type of approach, it is important not to put pressure on the participants of the study.

2.4.1 Selection of users

A qualitative approach was used when selecting the users for the test. The test subjects were 

selected to match a target group that could be possible users in the future. Also, the test subjects 

were required to have experience in using search engines on a mobile device.  

2.4.2 Usability test

I have chosen to do a usability test because it is a good way to measure the characteristics of a 

user’s interaction with a product, based on the recommendation by Cooper et al., (2007). The 

authors state that the usability test method is often scenario-driven where the user gets a specific 

task to be executed on the product. When dealing with usability tests, the key is to obtain 

measurable data and to understand the user. Cooper’s team continue to determine that usability tests 

is especially effective at determining first-time use and discoverability and this is another reason I 

chose the usability test method. 

I have also chosen to use an observational technique together with an interview based on the 

descriptions provided by Cooper et al., (2007). The authors state that user observation in 

combination with an interview is one of the most powerful techniques for gathering qualitative data. 

Observation is a method to obtain information from the user while the test is undertaken. When an 

observational technique is used, it is important not to distract the user with gadgets such as video- 

or audio-recorders. This can make the user distracted and behave differently than otherwise. 

According to Cooper and colleagues (2007), the most effective way to practise the observation is to 

use an audio-recorder, placed so it does not distract the user, and a notebook to write down 

researcher comments.

2.4.3 Focus group interview

For the interview which will be conducted, I have chosen the focus group interview form. Bell 

(2000) describes that the advantage of using a focus group as the method for the interview lays in 

the openness. As long as the frame for the discussion is made before the interview starts, the 

analysis will be a lot easier to interpret. The focus group interview form is also time efficient and 

can give a deeper understanding of the users. When dealing with focus interviews it is important to 

give the respondents some freedom and the questions/topics should not limit the answers that can be 

given. Thoughts and ideas from the participants are given a major role and as long as the selected 
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users is part of the target-group, the result can be reliable. This method will be useful for my study 

to gather thoughts about the interface of the mock-up and how well it performed during the test.

2.4.4 Test devices

In the test, the mock-up will be presented and tested on two devices, HTC Tattoo and Apple iPod 

Touch. These two devices correspond to the kind of mobile devices that is included in the scope of 

this thesis. 

In this method section, those aspects related to the methodological concern of this thesis have been 

presented. In the next chapter, the literature review which has been carried out and forms the basis 

for the requirement specification will be presented.
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3 Literature review
In the previous section, I presented and outlined the methods that are used in this research. 

Applying the ideas described in the methodology section, I will present the results from the first 

approach, the literature review. The outcomes of the review serve as the basis for the requirement 

definition, which creates the specification for the mock-up. 

The selection of articles in this section has been based on previous work in the area of mobile 

search engines, mobile usability, mobile devices and visualisations. 

3.1 Mobile search engines

3.1.1 Differences between web and mobile search

Heimonen et al., (2009) defines mobile search in their article as a way for a mobile user to explore 

and gather information from the web in a mobile device. The user makes a query from one of the 

mobile search engines and can explore the content on the small display of the device. Gui et al., 

(2009) conclude that the mobile search engine interface originates from the desktop based search.   

This makes the two interfaces similar as it is shown in the Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1: Screenshots of Google desktop search and Google mobile search.

Although there are similarities between mobile and desktop search functionality and visual 

appearance, there are some differences that need to be considered and addressed in application 

developments: 
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‣  The user interface needs to be displayed in a smaller screen.

‣  The keypads and keyboards of the mobile device are smaller and this makes it harder for 

the user to make long queries.

These limitations make navigation on a mobile device more challenging and time consuming than 

in a web search according to the findings of Gui et al., (2009). 

3.1.2 Usage of mobile search

Even if the limitations stated above make it challenging for the users, recent studies have shown 

that mobile search is widely used. According to a survey conducted by Opera (Opera Software, 

2010), Google’s mobile search was by January 2010 the most used application on a mobile device 

while Yahoo’s mobile search application came second. In the previous section, a list of limitations 

was declared, but according to Sohn et al., (2008) the truth is that users are still accessing the 

mobile web even if these limitations are present. Current internet-enabled phones have improved 

their displays, have better input devices than before and the users cope with the limitations just 

because they can and have the need for getting the information. 

3.1.3 Mobile search interfaces

Church et al., (2008) claim that the space provided on a mobile display is problematic when it 

comes to present the standard query-box-result-list. This expression defines the standard result-list 

that displays the results of the query made in the search box on the different search engines. The 

authors used the experience coming from the use of the query-box-result-list to provide a solution 

for mobile devices. They ended up with a method they call result-gisting (Church et. al., 2008). The 

method combines results that come from other users who had searched for the same phrase in the 

past. The results are then stored in a database. The information is extracted and displayed as a 

shorter text and that will fit better into the display. In the evaluation of a study carried out after the 

prototype had been developed, they found that users could judge and sort out the query that was 

relevant for them. 

Another study carried out by Jones et al., (2004) aimed to use keywords and enhance the user-

experience by minimising the scrolling aspect of mobile search. They found that the use of 

keywords in addition to titles in the result-list gave the same outcome. The authors found this 
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encouraging because of the fact that keywords are made up in the meta-tags of the corresponding 

document and can easily be extracted into the search engine. 

Karlson et al., (2006) made another approach to mobile search interfaces, where they developed an 

interface called FaThumb. This interface uses the same metadata as the one above but presenting 

the information in a 3x3 grid. The user searches for a singular topic, and the results are then 

presented by the grid, which contains the different labels on metadata. A number shows the current 

count of results for the different labels. The study performed on this solution showed that when it 

comes to vague words and unspecific data search FaThumb provided fast responses. Although, 

when the search included a specific name or specific data, the traditional text-input was more 

successful. 

Church et al., (2008) developed another prototype were they used a different approach to mobile 

search. Instead of the need for user input from the beginning, a local map is displayed. The map 

contains historical queries and result-selections of data that the users can explore by physically 

clicking on the map. According to the authors, the main improvement with this approach is that 

information can be accessed in context to location and previous search history. This can be viewed 

in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 — Mobile search prototypes; from left: Karlson et al., (2006), Church et al., (2008)

Heimonen et al., (2009) conducted a study where they first developed two interfaces; one in a 

graphical approach and the other was made on a purely textual basis. The authors then compared 

the two versions of the interface in a study involving 18 users. The results they got suggested that 
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the graphical approach could be used either as a complement to the standard result-list or as a stand-

alone feature.

3.1.4 User queries in mobile search

According to Heimonen et al., (2009) search engine users on the web as on the mobile platforms 

has learned to trust the search engine listings. Heimonen and colleagues (2009) suggest that users 

have gotten highly accurate by choosing the relevant result after a query by judging the position in 

the listing. To provide one example, if a user searching for CNN News got the CNN Website as the 

first result in the device, then the user’s goal would have been accomplished. The users trust the 

search engine’s selection is made in an impartial and objective way. In more concrete queries, as in 

the case of CNN News, where the user tries to access really spot-on information, this method works 

well. However, if more complex queries are inserted in the search box, the result-list can be more 

challenging when it comes to sorting out the relevant information. In this case, the user will have to 

rely on the search engine’s ability to show the relevant result. 

 Kamvar et al., (2006) present some interesting findings in their large-scale study where they 

compare desktop to mobile search. They found that users of mobile search:

‣ Are more likely to use shorter entries because of the limitations in input

‣ Is less likely to scroll down past the first results

‣ Is less willing to click on search results

‣ Is less likely to carry out multiple queries per session

‣ Is willing to spend more amount of time going through the search results before choosing a 

link

3.1.5 Selection of data and the semantic web

The sections above describe the current mobile search engines interfaces and their functionality and 

how it can be visualised in alternative ways. This is an important factor, but it is equally important 

to understand how the content is selected and how it will be selected in the future. 

The use of user tagging to give content meaning through user-generated metadata will be of great 

importance in the future. This is concluded in the article from Bischoff et al., (2008). As the authors 

write, collaborative tagging of content on the web has become an increasingly popular way for 

sharing and organising content. In their article, they found that the use of tags can improve search 

engine results and that the future probably will include extensions of the tagging environments. 
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A collaborative way of categorise data can be find in the semantic web. The semantic web is 

according to Berners-Lee et al., (2001) a way to provide a well-defined meaning to the information 

on the existing web. It also strives to make computers and people work better in cooperation. The 

authors points out that the semantic web is about data or metadata. 

A web-based application that uses this kind of metadata is the DBpedia (DBpedia, 2010). The 

application extracts structured information from Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2010). DBpedia retrieves its 

information from infoboxes that are presented on many Wikipedia articles. This information can be 

used in a cross-domain query where various classes make the connection to content. These classes 

can be seen as tags and categorisations of the content. The classes form a ontology that covers over 

259 types of categories and includes over 1.4 million instances (DBpedia, 2010). A semantic 

approach that uses this ontology-based way of retrieving information can be one of the possible 

ways for users to find information in the future.

3.2 Mobile devices

Search results need to be presented on a mobile device. In the scope of this research, I have the 

focus on the presentation layer of results from search engines on mobile devices. Therefore it is 

important to provide a broad view of the current mobile technologies with their features and 

limitations. In the following section, an overview of these features will be presented together with a 

comparison of the different mobile devices.  

3.2.1 Smartphones

Meisenberger et al., (2007) define a smartphone as a combination of a mobile phone and a PDA. 

The authors point out that a smartphone is merely a pocket computer that has the ability to make 

and receive calls. These mobile devices often have large screens and better performance compared 

to a normal mobile phone. This larger display combined with the ability to render HTML/CSS and 

JavaScript makes it possible to browse the web with almost full functionality. Examples of 

smartphones are iPhone (Apple iPhone, 2010), N-Series (Nokia, 2010) and BlackBerry’s 

(Blackberry, 2010). A selection of these smartphones can be viewed in the Figure 3.3.
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  Figure 3.3 — Selection of smartphones, from left; Apple iPhone, Nokia N-Series Phone, Blackberry.

3.2.2 Other mobile devices

In addition to smartphones, there are several other types of mobile devices that can be used to 
browse the web. Portable media players as the iPod Touch (Apple Ipod Touch, 2010) and Zune HD 

(Zune, 2010) and the portable gaming console PSP Go (PSP Go, 2010) all have wi-fi connections. 
This makes it possible for the devices to browse the Web and get content on the go. This also means 

that users access search engines on these devices for finding relevant information. A selection of 
these mobile devices can be viewed in figure 3.4.  

Figure 3.4 — Selection of other mobile devices, from left; Apple iPod Touch, Zune HD, PSP Go.

3.2.3 Differences in input of mobile devices

The main difference between the mobile devices introduced in the previous section is how the input 

methods work. Schmiedl et al., (2007) categorised these input-types into four sets. 

‣ Pen-oriented touch screen (HTC Touch Diamond)

‣ No touch screen, normal T9 keyboard (Nokia N96)

‣ Touch screen only (Apple iPhone)
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‣ Touch screen, QWERTY hardware keyboard (T-Mobile G1)

This categorisation was included in a usability study where users carried out goal-oriented tasks on 

the devices. Schmidl and colleagues (2007) showed that most of the users preferred the touch 

screen though with an additional keyboard. The least appreciated input device was the pen-oriented, 

which all users turned down. A clear winner could not be declared between the touch screens inputs, 

although in extensive data entry tasks, the QWERTY hardware keyboard was preferred. This 

information emphasizes the idea of considering multiple input methods for text entries; while we 

can see that touch entries can be suitable in developing a mobile mock-up. 

3.3 User-Experience on mobile devices

Development of applications that are going to be used in mobile devices will have to consider the 

limitations in user-experience which originates from the small screen and the input device. In this 

section, previous work in the mobile usability-area is presented. Focus is on aspects that will be 

used in the development of the mock-up. 

3.3.1 Performing tasks on mobile devices

According to Shresta (2007), performing tasks on a mobile device will put a lot of cognitive 

demands on the users’ short time memory. The result will be that the user will have difficulties to 

acquire the information before activating a mental model for interpreting the information. Jones et 

al., (2004) make a finding in their usability study that users of a mobile device with a small screen 

are 50% less effective than the desktop user while performing the same task. These difficulties are 

related to the small screen where the user only can view a part of a website at the same time. 

3.3.2 Navigation

Performance is not the only issue to face when dealing with mobile devices. The use of different 

sets of input in combination with the device’s navigation pads can also create some problems when 

using mobile search. This is highlighted in a usability study conducted by Shrestha (2007). The 

author states that the main problem with navigation of the mobile web comes into play when a long 

narrow page is presented. Users in the study had difficulties to navigate and find relevant 

information when they had to use extensive scrolling. Borodin et al., (2007) comes to the same 

conclusion in their article on mobile browsing. The authors takes this even further and call the 

scrolling both ”time-consuming and strenuous” (Borodin et al., 2007).
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Instead of scrolling, pagination is an option for long narrow web pages; but previous findings from 

Giller et al., (2003) suggest that a designer should have strong reasons for using a pagination-

functionality instead of the scrolling. 

3.4 Visualisations

There are several guidelines a designer can follow when designing information visualisations. 

Hearst (2009) presents an overview over these guidelines based on the work conducted by Few 

(2006, 2009).  Hearst describes these guidelines and finds similarities to graphical design. Some of 

the key aspects are to present information:

‣ Clearly and precisely

‣ Without extraneous or distracting clutter

A designer of information visualisation should be aware of the perceptual properties that can 

distract the user. Cooper (2007) provides some more specific information about visualisations on 

mobile devices in a list of things to take into consideration:

‣ Onscreen controls should be prominent

‣ Onscreen controls should be large when using a touch screen

‣ Provide visual landmarks

‣ Use larger, sans-serif fonts

‣ Clearly indicate when there is more data off-screen

  

There are several different models for presenting information according to Spence (2001). In this 

section, a comparison is made between the different visualisation models and an evaluation of 

different features is presented. The result can be viewed in Table 3.1.

Model Type of model Summary Pros Cons

Text-result list List Data is displayed in a   

list of textual headers 

with a description of 

the children’s 

information data.

The method is a good 

way of presenting 

context and description 

of data.

When the information 

presented is bigger than 

the screen, scrolling 

and paging will be 

necessary.
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Model Type of model Summary Pros Cons

Bifocal Display Focus + Context A chart with 

information that is 

pulled between two 

posts, one or two items 

will be visible at the 

same time. 

The information is 

centralised and it is 

easy for the user to 

focus on the relevant 

information. 

If implemented in the 

wrong way, 

information can be 

hard to read and it is 

hard to get an 

overview.

Furnas Fisheye 

Concept

Distortion A relative to the tree-

structures, information 

is visualised in balance 

between local detail 

and global context.

Focus is on the relevant 

information as in the 

previous model, details 

can be seen more 

clearly.

Hard to get a good 

grip/overview over the 

information. 

Z-Thru Mapping Selective Multiple layers 

containing information 

are visualised and 

presented, each one 

with different 

information.

The user can choose 

the layers to view.  A 

mix of different 

information can be 

shown.

A hierarchal structure 

can be hard to interpret. 

All information gets 

the same value in 

context to another.

Rapid Serial Visual 

Presentation (RSVP)

Riffling technique A graphical 

visualisation where the 

information is 

presented as preview 

thumbnails. Automated 

accordion effect 

displays the results.

The user can get a 

quick look through the 

results.  

No display of 

hierarchal data, only 

the overview can be 

seen, no children of the 

main term.

Graph Theory Connections/Graphs Composition of nodes 

and connecting links, a 

network of information 

is displayed.

More complex data can 

be displayed with 

different colours and 

other marks, such as 

arrows.

When dealing with 

heavy data, a lot of 

lines will be shown and 

overloads the 

presentation.
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Model Type of model Summary Pros Cons

Netmap Visualisation Connections/Graphs Connections between 

different subjects, 

radial segments are 

associated with similar 

entities. Strings in the 

middle connect the 

different subjects to 

each other. 

Good for overview and 

pattern-recognition. A 

lot of data from 

different subjects can 

be merged together. 

Hard to see details and 

view hierarchal data. 

Flat Cone Tree Tree structures Nodes are connected in 

a network and are 

structured from a top-

node. The children of 

the node is then 

visualised through a 

network of cones. 

Good for viewing of 

hierarchical data and 

the display of children.

Complicated when 

dealing with large sets 

of data and many 

children of the top-

node.

Cone Tree Tree structures Nodes are visualised in 

the same way as the 

model above with the 

addition of a cylinder-

view. Rotation makes 

the corresponding 

children appear.

The visualisation is a 

good method to 

examine hierarchies of 

data and the children 

are rendered in a clean 

way.

When the hierarchy is 

growing, the 

visualisation will get 

bigger and it can be 

tricky to implement to 

a small screen device.

Tree-Maps Tree structures Starting with a root-

node, a rectangle is 

visualised and in it, the 

children of the node. 

The children are each 

presented as a smaller 

rectangle and can be 

sorted with different 

colours and sizes.

There is no constraint 

in the depth of the 

hierarchy except for 

the size of the screen. 

Good overview of data, 

both children and root-

nodes. 

The tree-map can have 

some problems 

displaying large texts 

inside the nodes. 
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Model Type of model Summary Pros Cons

Hyperbolic browser Tree structures A central node has 

branches that are 

arranged around it, 

displaying the different 

children of the node. 

When expanding the 

branches of the 

children, the area fits 

the original area, and 

the visualisation stays 

in the window.

The nodes can be 

moved and this makes 

it easy for the user to 

sort and view 

information. Details 

and root-nodes can 

easily be viewed. 

On a small screen-

device, the text of the 

different nodes will be 

unreadable. The area 

that contains the data 

will fit into the window 

and this makes the text 

really small. 

Table 3.1 — Comparison between visualisations based on Spence (2001) and text-result list.

3.6 Summary of the literature review

In the previous sections, a literature review over the works carried out in the area of the thesis was 

presented. In this section, a summary is made of the review with the scope to define the requirement 

specification for the mock-up that is presented in chapter 4.1.1. 

 

Gui et al., (2009) declare in their article that the main problem and limitation with mobile search 

interfaces are the screen size and input-type. Several other articles describe the same scenario. 

Church et al., (2008) and Jones et al., (2004) conclude that the use of query-box-result-list force the 

user to scroll through a lot of results. According to Kamvar et al., (2006), this is problematic and the 

conclusion from their user study is that users are less likely to scroll down past the first results. 

Heimonen et al., (2008) highlight another aspect when dealing with result lists. They conclude that 

the position of the result has a high impact on the user when it comes to selecting the content that 

the user believes is relevant. 

This takes us to the next section of the review, where the mobile devices were compared. Most of 

the current mobile devices that are Internet-enabled have large screens and better performance than 

a normal phone. The functionality of these devices includes the ability to render HTML/CSS and 

JavaScript and this makes it possible to explore the web with almost full functionality. 
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The review continued by showing the different input-types of mobile devices. Schmiedl et al., 

(2007) categorised and evaluated four different types of input. The authors concluded that the use of 

a touch screen together with a QWERTY hardware keyboard was the most effective input type. 

The literature review contained a section where the user-experience was in focus. In it, Shresta 

(2007) concludes that the interface should not put too much pressure on the cognitive skills of the 

user. This originates from the small screen of the mobile device where the user only can see a 

limited part of the interface. 

In the visualization section, a list of guidelines was presented. These guidelines can be seen as 

things to take into consideration when designing for a mobile device. Hearst (2009) presented an 

overview and the ideas originated from Few (2006, 2009). The most important thing when dealing 

with design of a small screen device is that the information should be presented in a clear and 

precise way and without extraneous or distracting clutter. The second list of guidelines from Cooper 

(2007) concludes that large, sans-serif fonts should be used together with big and manageable 

buttons and controllers. This is important when dealing with a touch screen-device. The tip to 

clearly indicate when there is more data available off-screen is another requirement that should be 

considered when developing mobile applications. 

The section continues with a comparison between different visualisations methods which are 

displayed as Table 3.1. Eleven models where examined with the focus on textual and data 

visualisation. In the comparison, a short summary of the model was declared, then pros and cons 

where concluded and it was made with the specification of the small screen. From the comparison 

we can conclude that the tree-map structure is a good way for implementing a search result into a 

mobile device. This conclusion is based on the fact that there are no constraints of the depth of data 

it can visualise. Other features of the visualisation method include a good overview of data, both the 

main topic as the root-node and its children’s data. The tree-map also has the ability to display 

different colours that represent different content and relevance can also be displayed with the use of 

sizes of the nodes. The tree-map visualisation is presented as large buttons or fields where the user 

can click to go further down the hierarchy of data. This makes it very suitable for use on a mobile 

device with a touch-screen input.

In the next chapter, the implementation of the mock-up is presented. Its implementation and 

associated features are based on the outcome from this literature review.
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4 Implementation
This chapter presents how the design and implementation of the mock-up was done and which 

specifications and requirements were used.

4.1 Development of the mock-up

4.1.1 Requirements definition

The mock-up will be based on the findings of the literature review. Before the implementation and 

development of the mock-up can begin, a requirement definition will have to be concluded. This 

definition is declared in the following section. 

As presented in the first part of the summary of the literature review, current smartphones have the 

ability to render HTML/CSS and JavaScript. Based on this, the mock-up will be implemented using 

these technologies. The next conclusion from the review was that the small screen of the mobile 

device and the use of scrolling could put too much pressure on the cognitive skills and have a 

negative impact on the users. This makes scrolling something to avoid and the mock-up should not 

rely on this kind of navigation. The position of the result in a text-based list is also of high 

importance to the users when selecting the relevant information. This conclusion will give the next 

specification; the relevance of the result will have to be displayed in the mock-up. Further, it is 

concluded that a mobile interface will have to be presented in a clear, non-distracting way and this 

will be implemented into the mock-up with the use of sans-serif fonts and large buttons.

The next specification is defined from the comparison of visualisations. The summary concludes 

that a tree-map visualisation is a good way to present data in a mobile device. This is based on the 

features of the visualisation that includes:

‣ Almost no constraint in the depth of the hierarchy of data it could display and present

‣ A good overview over the data with root-node and its children’s nodes

‣ Ability to present different colour and size of the nodes

‣ Nodes can be presented as boxes that will be usable on a touch-enabled device

‣ The visualisation does not rely on scrolling to navigate

‣ The content of the nodes can be displayed in a small amount of space
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As this is the specification of the visual interface, the section below presents the functionality of the 

mock-up.  

4.1.2 Specification of functionality of mock-up

As the scope and main topic of this thesis is to present an alternative way of visualising the result 

from a search engine query, the focus lays on the development of the visual interface. The data used 

in the mock-up was gathered during the development process and presented in a static way. If a real 

application were going to be developed in the future, the data would have come from a search 

engine which could use data which could use meta-information about the relevance and content. 

This kind of meta-data would be categorised by the users. The technologies suggested to classify 

the information are explained in more detail in chapter 3.1.5. The results would have been displayed 

with the help of an ontology-based tagging system. It is this kind of ontology-based system that the 

server-side mock-up mimics. Each node in the tree-map corresponds with a ”tag”  and is displayed 

with the value that shows the relevance in relation with the other results.  

As stated in the definition, the tree-map will be used for the visualisation. In this section, more 

details on the functionality of the mock-up and how the implementation of the tree-map into the 

mock-up is presented.

The tree-map visualization technique was conceived by Schneidermann (1992). The idea behind 

this visualisation is that each node in a tree hierarchy is visualised as a container-element that has 

one or several children. Each step down the hierarchy will display a new level of children nodes 

with information corresponding to the parent’s tag. The nodes can be categorised using different 

colours to provide an easier identification (See Figure 4.2 for a colourful representation). A value 

that can be a number or a percentage is used to calculate the relevance of the content. This value 

will decide the size of the node in relation with other nodes. Bigger node equals higher relevance. 

This fact makes it ideal to implement in the mock-up, as it is used on a mobile device.  

4.1.3 Development of the paper prototype

With the requirement definition done, the work with the paper prototype started. The prototype was 

developed as a sketch on a piece of paper and as a brainstorming exercise. The aim for the paper 

prototype was to show how the interface would look and how some of the functionality was going 

to work. The final result of the paper prototype can be seen in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 — Paper prototype.

The paper prototype was then incorporated into a digital prototype. This step was necessary to show 
the interface with colours, ratio of the boxes and the general layout. The result can be seen in figure 

4.2.

 
Figure 4.2 — Digital prototype.

4.1.4 Interface

With the digital sketch made, the work began with the incorporation of the functionality and layout 

of the interface. The implementation followed the specifications from the requirement definition 

stated in section 4.1.1. As the interface was decided to be viewed on the small screen of a mobile 

device, the layout was made in accordance to the size of the HTC Tattoo’s display, which measures 

240 pixels wide per 320 pixels high. This size would make scrolling unnecessary. Further, a sans-

serif font was used to achieve clear and readable labels/headers of the nodes. The interface aimed to 

be presented without distracting clutter, and this was also incorporated into the design. The tree-

map visualisation was the next thing to be incorporated into the design. The boxes that presented 
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the nodes of data in the visualisation got different colours and sizes to show content classification 

and relevance. The legend in the bottom was designed with the corresponding colours to showcase 

the relation to the boxes that were presented in the middle. Between the legend and the visualisation 

areas, a back button was placed so the users could navigate back in the interface and access the 

information from the last node. Figure 4.3 shows the top level of the interface as it is presented in a 

mobile device. 

 
Figure 4.3 — Interface of the mockup’s top level presented on a mobile device.

The interface consists of three sections. At the top, the topic of the search is displayed. The figure 

4.3 presents an example where ”The Beatles”  has been the information requested. The topic 
represents the phrase that the user has queried in the search. It will always show the current root-

node. Because of this, the phrase will change when the user navigates further down the hierarchy of 
the tree-map. The idea is that the user will always know what information he/she currently is 

viewing. This can be viewed in figure 4.4, which shows the interface after the user clicked on one of 
the members, ”John Lennon”. 

Below the topic, the tree-map visualisation is presented as boxes with different colours and sizes.   

Both of these features has a purpose and aims to help the user understand and classify the 
information that is displayed.
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The different colours represent the content of the box and its underlying children. It corresponds to 

the legend that is found in the bottom of the interface. As an example: in figure 4.4, the box 

containing the name “John Lennon”  is displayed with the colour red. In the legend, the phrase 

“Members”  is also displayed with the colour red. From this, the user appreciates that the colour red 

corresponds to the content that is categorised as “Members”  and that “John Lennon”  was a member 

of  “the Beatles”. The original specification of the tree-map states that when the user navigates 

down the tree, colours change and corresponds to the new level and its different categories. In the 

mock-up, this could be illustrated in Figure 4.4; the nodes ”Instrument”, ”Biography”  and 

”Discography”  would have changed colour and new phrases would have been displayed in the 

legend. In the scope of usability, I did choose not to include this functionality and as stated above, 

my approach is different. The aim is to provide information to the users about where in the tree-map 

they are and what category they currently view.

The second feature of the presentation of the boxes is the size. Size equals relevance. If a box is 

larger than another, it means that its content is more relevant in accordance to the topic. As an 

example: In figure 4.4, the box “John Lennon”  is larger than the box “Vee-Jay”. This shows that the 

member ”John Lennon”  who was a part of ”the Beatles”  during the whole era is more relevant than 

the record label “Vee-Jay”  where ”the Beatles”  were signed during a couple of years in the middle 

of the sixties. This approach aims to quickly show the relevance of the different boxes and its 

content to the users. 

When the user navigates down the hierarchy of content, the interface changes and displays only the 

underlying children of the node that has been chosen. This can be viewed in figure 4.4, where the 

user has clicked on one of the members, “John Lennon”. The topic is now switched and displays the 

name of the new root-node, “John Lennon”. 
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Figure 4.4 — Visualisation of the second level, ”John Lennon”.

The underlying children of “John Lennon”  are presented and the colour still corresponds to the 

legend. As stated above, this is a way for the users to know what category of content they currently 

view. From this point, the user can dive further into the hierarchy and display the children of the 

nodes that can be seen in figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.5 — Visualisation of the third level, ”John Lennon” - ”Instrument”.
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In figure 4.5, the usage of size is displayed again. In this example, ”Sitar”  and “Harmonica”  were 
the secondary instruments of ”John Lennon”  and ”Guitar”  ”Piano”  and ”Bass”  were the primaries. 

As the visualisation show, these instruments were less relevant and therefore displayed in smaller 
boxes. 

4.1.5 Implementation

HTML/CSS were used to implement the design and layout of the interface, as being a solution 
existing in most of the mobile devices with Internet-browsing capabilities. W3C XHTML Basic 1.1 

markup (W3C Basic 1.1, 2008) has been validated using the W3C markup validation service (W3C 
Markup Validation Service, 2010). The CSS used in the mockup has been designed according to 

and validated through the W3C CSS markup validation service (W3C CSS Markup Validation 
Service, 2009).

Even if the data presented in the mock-up are static, it is designed to have a future implementation 

on mind. The scenario will be that the data could be loaded from a meaning-based structure 
(described in section 3.1.5).

This approach works just like the main search engines where the data is generated on the server-side 

and displayed on the client-side. This approach generates a small amount of data to be downloaded 
into the mobile device. This means that the server will limit the time required to get the results from 

the query, not the network. Another advantage of this is that the memory of the mobile device is 
used sparsely. 

4.1.6 Tools for implementing the visualisation

The development of the mock-up was made using a text-based editor on Mac OSX called Espresso 
(Macrabbit, 2010) and the visual appearance was made by a combination of HTML and CSS. The 

functionality and visualisation were incorporated by a JavaScript Library called JavaScript InfoVis 
Toolkit (The Jit, 2009). The JavaScript library was chosen because of the many possible ways to 

visualise information and modifiability of its functionalities. The library included the whole 
framework for implementing the tree-map structure that was used as the presentation layer. Some 

changes were made to the code to fit the mock-up and its functionality. The source code is attached 
as Appendix A.
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All data was loaded through a lightweight data interchange format called JSON (JSON, 2010). 

JSON was introduced 2001 and is based on a subset of the JavaScript programming language. This 

data format is available for use with many different programming languages. The main advantage 

with JSON lays in the simplicity, it is a great format to work with and for machines to parse and 

generate.
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5 Usability test
In order to verify the usability of the visual search engine client, which has been realised by the 

creation of the mock-up, a usability test was performed.

5.1.1 Information to the participants 

Before the actual test began, information about the mobile devices was given. The group was also 

informed about the audio-recording and that they where going to be observed. The limitations of the 

mock-up were declared, and the users were also told to focus on the presentation part of the mock-

up, not the actual data. This information was given due to the fact that the mock-up only mimic a 

real search result and should be seen as a proof of concept of the visual presentation of a search 

result, not a finished mobile search engine. This information should also be taken in consideration 

in the usability test and its interview about the overall performance of the mock-up compared to the 

current mobile search engine’s result lists.

5.1.2 Scenarios

In the first part of the test, five different scenarios were presented to the users. All of the scenarios 

were aimed to let the users interact with the mock-up and explore the interface and the functionality. 

In all of the scenarios, the users got the task to look for information and navigate through the 

hierarchy of the tree-map. The tasks were given in the form of the following five questions:

1.  Which instruments did Ringo Starr play? 

2.  Between which years where the Beatles signed to Polydor Records?

3.  Which year was the record label Apple founded?  

4.  What happened in the year 1970 regarding the Beatles?

5.  Which song is the longest on the album Yellow Submarine?

While observing the users, the researcher studied how the participants interacted with the interface 

of the mock-up. These aspects where highlighted: 

‣ Did it take long for the users to get the answer to the question?

‣ Did it take long for the user to understand how to navigate between the views? 

‣ Where the users confused and did they make mistakes? 
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A group interview followed the test and it was carried out as general discussion about the mock-up 

and its features. It also included a comparison between the mock-up and the Google mobile search 

in the prospect of the presentation of results. The questions that made the ground for the discussion 

were:

‣ How did you interpret the size of the boxes that presented the information? 

‣ How did you interpret the different colours on the boxes? 

‣ How did you interpret the legend in the bottom? 

‣ How did you find the navigation? 

‣ Do you see yourself using this kind of search-engine if it was released on the market? 

‣ At first impression of the interface, did you feel the need for instructions in how to use the 

mock-up?

5.2 Usability test results

Three persons were included in the usability test (the test is attached as Appendix 2) and the 

following focus group interview, two men and one woman. The participants´ ages range from 24 to 

28. All users had previous experience in using a search engine on a mobile device and were familiar 

with the current text-based-result-list presentation method. 

The results from the first part, where the users got to interact with the mock-up and the researcher 

observed the interaction, showed that the interface was easy to use. The users could easily 

understand and make right decisions while navigating up and down the hierarchy of information. 

The observation aimed to see how long it took for the users to find and extract information and 

answer the questions. The results showed that all the participants could find information in less than 

ten seconds when starting from the root-node. In order to compare the values obtained with the tree-

map solution, a search using the same scenario was performed on Google mobile search that uses 

the text-based approach. The search was carried out by an experienced user of mobile search and 

should only be seen as a point of reference for the comparison. It took the user more than thirty 

seconds to find the information. Compared to the ten second result which came from the 

observation made previously,  the results show that the mock-up is three times faster than the text-

based approach on the scenario presented.

The time it took for the test subjects to navigate between screens where also observed in the 

usability test. The result showed that navigation up and down the tree-map was easy and was 

carried out quick and efficiently. No questions came from the users while trying to find the 

information and where to start looking for it.
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In the focus group interview that followed the test, some questions were asked about the interface 

and the visualisation of results. Out of the three participants, two of them understood the relation 

between the colours of the legend and the colours of the nodes right away. The third user, who did 

not understand the functionality at first glance, tried to click on the phrase in the legend and 

expected to sort out the information based on the colour and topic. After trying that approach, the 

user understood what the legend was aimed to present.

All of the participants interpreted the size of the nodes to be of relevance and that bigger nodes 

meant a more relevant result. One of the users asked about the choice of colour and thought that 

even the colours were a sign of relevance. The red colour that corresponded to the biggest boxes 

stood out more than the others, the user interpreted this as a sign of greater importance. 

When asked about the navigation, all users thought it was easy and found no difficulties in 

navigating between the nodes of information, as they did find the information on their first try. 

When compared to Google’s mobile search engine, the users said that the boxes where bigger and 

the size made it easier to click on the result. They thought information was easier to read and the 

splitting of information into several sub-topics made the information easy to find.

The observation and the discussion showed that all of the users understood the interface and its 

functionality without any further instructions. They all concluded that after the task in the form of a 

question was given it was clear how to find the information.

When asked if they were interested in using a similar interface in the future as an alternative to the 

current mobile search engines, all of the users expressed an interest.
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6 Discussion and future efforts
As stated in the research question, the aim with this thesis was to investigate how to improve the 

experience for the user when interacting with the presentation layer of search engine results on a 

mobile device. To answer this question, a literature review was carried out and a mock-up was 

developed. The requirements and the implementation of the mock-up were based on the findings 

resulting from the literature review. In this discussion, the results from the implementation and 

usability test will be analysed and conclusions will be drawn and future efforts will be addressed. 

From the implementation, some conclusions can be drawn. The mock-up declared in section 4 used 

the tree-map visualisation technique that met all the requirements stated in section 4.1.1. These 

requirements were:

‣ HTML/CSS and JavaScript should be used for the implementation.

‣ The navigation should not rely on scrolling.

‣ The relevance of the result will be displayed in some way.

‣ The interface will have to be presented in a clear non-distracting way.

‣ The buttons and controllers must be clickable on a touch-enabled device.

The tree-map was found and examined in a comparison of different visualisation techniques. The 

tree-map was chosen because of its ability to present data in a way that suited the specification of 

the mock-up. The features that made it suitable were:

‣ The depth of data it could visualise had no constraint.

‣ It could present a good overview over the root-node and its children. 

‣ The different nodes could be displayed as large clickable boxes that suited the touch-screen.

‣ Size and colour could visualise the relevance and relation of the content. 

‣ Ability to present the content on a small amount of space without making any sacrifices of 

the usability.

‣ The navigation of the tree-map did not rely on the use of scrolling.

‣ The visualisation could be implemented using JavaScript and HTML/CSS.

  

One aspect originating from the original specification of the tree-map visualisation was changed. It 

is stated in section 4.1.4 and involves the use of colours of the nodes and the corresponding phrase 

in the legend. In the original specification, the colours change and correspond to the new level in the 
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tree-map. In the implemented mock-up, the colours never change and correspond to the same 

categories as specified in the root-node. The customised functionality was implemented having the 

users in mind. With this approach, users could easily recognise where they were in the tree-map, 

keeping a static legend during the navigation process, and what kind of content they were looking 

at. Even if the tree-map visualisation suited the purpose of this thesis, future research in the area 

should be made as new visualisation techniques are developed, and they could offer new 

functionalities to display the mobile search results that should be evaluated.  

The data in the mock-up was generated from the server side. The idea behind this implementation 

can be found in the section 4.1.5. It was developed with the scope of mimicking the behaviour 

found in the main search engines. The implementation was also made in a way that a future 

development could include more complex techniques to feed the visualisation data. This approach 

supports the addition of an ontology-based technology where the metadata will bring the categories, 

displayed as colours in the visualisation (the implementation of these ideas was beyond the scope of 

this thesis). This kind of categorisation of content is not currently available in the search engines but 

as stated in section 3.1.5, the future of collaborative tagging of content looks bright. Therefore, I 

believe it will probably be included in coming developments of the search engines. Future research 

should aim to look into this possibility.  

The implementation of the mock-up was followed by a usability test that aimed to see how well the 

mock-up could present search engine results on the mobile device compared to the text-based lists, 

which are currently in the major mobile search engines. Results showed that the mock-up could be 

used without any extra instructions before the test began. The participants understood the interface 

and how to retrieve information from it by answering questions that were included in the scenarios. 

Questions were answered in a timeframe that should be seen as acceptable. Further, the test and the 

following interview showed that all users but one understood the connection between the colours of 

legend and the colours of the nodes. The user who did not get the connection thought that the 

legend had some kind of functionality to organise the content and function like a shortcut to the 

category. This ability could be a possible future implementation.

When compared to the Google mobile search engine, the test subjects said that the boxes where 

easier to click on than on the text-result-list which is currently displayed in the search engine. All of 

the users expressed an interest to use a similar interface as the mock-up in the future for finding 

information. From the results from the usability tests, it can be concluded that the developed mock-

up can be seen as an alternative to the current text-based lists that is displayed in the major mobile 
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search engines. The test also showed that the mock-up has provided a better experience for the users 

where they could find information in a faster and more pleasant manner. In future implementations, 

the possible addition of an input-field and a search button would not interfere with the current 

functionality of the mock-up. Another aspect that would be of interest to investigate further would 

be the use of colours in the mock-up. The use of colours and its impact on the user proves to be a 

very important part of the user-experience. In the development process the colours was chosen by 

chance and this would be a thing to improve in the future implementations. As well as the colours, 

further testing with larger groups would give a higher statistical relevance and this should be seen 

as a critique on the method chosen for this thesis. 

The mock-up has been developed with the small screen in mind. But with the development of new 

technologies it will be crucial for a future researcher in the area of mobile search to look for new 

possible ways to present search engine results. Technologies that could be used in future 

implementations include the projection of the mobile device display on a flat surface or the use of 

3D. These technologies in addition to the visual approach that has been proven to be a good 

alternative to the text-based lists will be an important area of research in the future.
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Appendix 1 — Mock-up source code 
function init() {

 var json = "{children:[{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.1.1\", name:
\"Guitar\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.1\", name:\"Instrument\"},{children:[{children:[{children:

[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.2.1.1\", name:\"25 february 1943\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:
\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.2.1\", name:\"Born\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.2.2.2\", 

name:\"29 november 2001\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.2.2\", name:\"Died\"}], data:{$area:
\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.2\", name:\"Biography\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 

$color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.3.1.1\", name:\"Wonderwall Music  (1968)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:
\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.3.1.2\", name:\"Electronic Sound (1969)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:

\"1.1.3.1.3\", name:\"The Concert for Bangla Desh (live) (1971)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red
\",}, id:\"1.1.3.1.4\", name:\"All  Things Must Pass (1970)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:

\"1.1.3.1.5\", name:\"Living in the Material  World (1973)\"},], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.3.1\", 
name:\"Solo\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1.3\", name:\"Discography\"}], data:{$area:20, 

$color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.1\", name:\"George Harrison\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.1.1\", name:\"Guitar\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.1.2\", 

name:\"Harmonica\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.1.3\", name:\"Piano\"},{children:[], 
data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.1.4\", name:\"Bass\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red

\",}, id:\"1.2.1.5\", name:\"Sitar\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.1\", name:\"Instrument\"},
{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.2.1.1\", name:\"9 October, 1940\"}], 

data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.2.1\", name:\"Born\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.2.2.2\", name:\"8 December, 1980\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.2.2\", 

name:\"Died\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.2\", name:\"Biography\"},{children:[{children:
[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.3.1.1\", name:\"John Lennon/Plastic  Ono Band 

(1970)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.3.1.2\", name:\"Imagine (1971)\"},{children:[], 
data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.3.1.3\", name:\"Mind Games (1973)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:

\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.3.1.4\", name:\"Walls and Bridges (1974)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.3.1.5\", name:\"Rock 'n' Roll (1975)\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:

\"1.2.3.1\", name:\"Solo\"},], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2.3\", name:\"Discography\"}], data:
{$area:20, $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.2\", name:\"John Lennon\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:

\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.1.1\", name:\"Guitar\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:
\"1.3.1.2\", name:\"Bass\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.1.3\", name:\"Drums\"},

{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.1.4\", name:\"Piano\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red
\",}, id:\"1.3.1\", name:\"Instrument\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:

\"1.3.2.1.1\", name:\"18 June, 1942\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.2.1\", name:\"Born\"}], data:
{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.2\", name:\"Biography\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:

\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1.1\", name:\"McCartney (1970)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red
\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1.2\", name:\"Ram (1971)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1.3\", 

name:\"Wild Life (1971)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1.4\", name:\"Red Rose 
Speedway (1973)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1.5\", name:\"Band on the run 
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(1973)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1.6\", name:\"Venus and mars (1975)\"},
{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1.7\", name:\"Wings at the speed of sound (1976)\"}], 

data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3.3.1\", name:\"Solo\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:
\"1.3.3\", name:\"Discography\"}], data:{$area:20, $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.3\", name:\"Paul McCartney\"},

{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.1.1\", name:\"Drums\"},{children:[], 
data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.1.2\", name:\"Piano\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red

\",}, id:\"1.4.1.3\", name:\"Vocals\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.1\", name:\"Instrument\"},
{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.2.1.1\", name:\"7 July, 1940\"}], 

data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.2.1\", name:\"Born\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.2.2.1\", name:\"-\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.2.2\", name:\"Died\"}], 

data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.2\", name:\"Biography\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:
{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.3.1.1\", name:\"Sentimental Journey (1970)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:

\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.3.1.2\", name:\"Beaucoups of Blues (1970)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.3.1.3\", name:\"Ringo (1973)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:

\"1.4.3.1.4\", name:\"Goodnight Vienna (1974)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:
\"1.4.3.1.5\", name:\"Ringo's Rotogravure (1976)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:

\"1.4.3.1.6\", name:\"Ringo the 4th (1977)\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.3.1.7\", 
name:\"Bad Boy (1978)\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.3.1\", name:\"Solo\"}], data:{$area:

\"80\", $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4.3\", name:\"Discography\"}], data:{$area:20, $color:\"red\",}, id:\"1.4\", name:
\"Ringo Starr\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.2.1\", name:

\"Come Togheter 4:20\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.2.2\", name:\"Something  
(George Harrison) - 3:03\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.2.3\", name:\"Maxwell's 

Silver Hammer - 3:27\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.2.4\", name:\"Oh! Darling - 
3:26\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.2.5\", name:\"Octopus's Garden (Ringo Starr) - 

2:51\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.2.6\", name:\"I Want You (She's So Heavy)- 
7:47\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.2\", name:\"Songs\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:

\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.1.1\", name:\"1969\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1.1\", name:
\"Year\"}], data:{$area:15, $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.1\", name:\"Abbey Road\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], 

data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.2.1\", name:\"Two of us - 3:33\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.2.2\", name:\"Dig a pony - 3:52\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:

\"2.2.2.3\", name:\"Across the universe - 3:47\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.2.4\", 
name:\"I me mine - 2:25\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.2.5\", name:\"Dig it - 

0:49\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.2.6\", name:\"Let it be - 4:04\"},{children:[], 
data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.2.7\", name:\"Maggie Mae - 0:41\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:

\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.2\", name:\"Songs\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.1.1\", 
name:\"1970\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.2.1\", name:\"Year\"}], data:{$area:15, $color:\"blue

\",}, id:\"2.2\", name:\"Let It Be\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:
\"2.3.2.1\", name:\"Yellow submarine - 2:40\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3.2.2\", 

name:\"Only a northern song - 3:24\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3.2.3\", name:
\"All togheter now - 2.11\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3.2.4\", name:\"Hey bulldog - 

3:11\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3.2.5\", name:\"It's all  to much - 6:25\"},{children:
[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3.2.6\", name:\"All  you need is love - 3:51\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", 

$color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3.2\", name:\"Songs\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:
\"2.3.1.1\", name:\"1969\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3.1\", name:\"Year\"}], data:{$area:15, 
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$color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.3\", name:\"Yellow Submarine\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2.1\", name:\"Back in the U.S.S.R - 2:43\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:

\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2.2\", name:\"Dear prudence - 3:56\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:
\"2.4.2.3\", name:\"Glass onion - 2:17\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2.4\", name:

\"Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da - 3:08\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2.5\", name:\"Wild 
honey pie - 0:53\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2.6\", name:\"The continuing story 

of bungalow bill  - 3:14\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2.7\", name:\"While my guitar 
gently weeps - 4:45\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2.8\", name:\"Happiness is a 

warm gun - 2:43\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.2\", name:\"Songs\"},{children:[{children:[], 
data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4.1.1\", name:\"1968\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:

\"2.4.1\", name:\"Year\"}], data:{$area:15, $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.4\", name:\"The White Album\"},{children:
[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2.1\", name:\"Sgt. peppers lonely hearts 

club band - 2:02\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2.2\", name:\"With a little help from 
my friends - 2:44\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2.3\", name:\"Lucy in the sky with 

diamonds - 3:28\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2.4\", name:\"Getting better - 
2:47\"},{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2.5\", name:\"Fixing a hole - 2:36\"},{children:[], 

data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2.6\", name:\"She's leaving home - 3:35\"},{children:[], data:
{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2.7\", name:\"Being for the benefit of mr kite! - 2:37\"}], data:{$area:

\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.2\", name:\"Songs\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, 
id:\"2.5.1.1\", name:\"1967\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5.1\", name:\"Year\"}], data:{$area:15, 

$color:\"blue\",}, id:\"2.5\", name:\"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], 
data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.1.2.1\", name:\"Apple Records is a record label founded by The 

Beatles in 1968, as a division of Apple Corps Ltd. It was initially intended as a creative outlet for the Beatles, 
both as a group and individually, plus a selection of other artists including Mary Hopkin, James Taylor, 

Badfinger, and Billy Preston. In practice, by the mid-1970s, the roster had become dominated with releases 
from the former Beatles. Allen Klein ran the label in 1969. It was then run by Neil Aspinall on behalf of the 

four Beatles and their heirs. He retired in 2007 and was replaced by Jeff Jones..\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.1.2\", name:\"Information\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green

\",}, id:\"3.1.1.1\", name:\"1968 - \"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.1.1\", name:\"Years\"}], data:
{$area:10, $color:\"Green\",}, id:\"3.1\", name:\"Apple\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 

$color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.2.2.1\", name:\"Polydor Records is a British record label  owned by Universal  Music 
Group and is currently headquartered in the UK. In the early 1960s orchestra leader Bert Kaempfert signed 

unknowns Tony Sheridan and the Beat Brothers - who would later become famous as The Beatles - to 
Polydor.\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.2.2\", name:\"Information\"},{children:[{children:[], 

data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.2.1.1\", name:\"1961 - 1962\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green
\",}, id:\"3.2.1\", name:\"Years\"}], data:{$area:10, $color:\"Green\",}, id:\"3.2\", name:\"Polydor\"},{children:

[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.3.2.1\", name:\"Vee-Jay Records was a 
record label founded in the 1950s, specializing in blues, jazz, rhythm and blues and rock and roll. It was 

owned and operated by African Americans. Vee-Jay's biggest successes occurred in 1962-1964, with the 
ascendancy of the Four Seasons and the distribution of early Beatles  material ('Please Please Me' and 

'From Me to You' via Vee-Jay  and 'Love Me Do', 'Twist and Shout', and 'Do You Want to Know a Secret?' via 
its subsidiary Tollie Records), because EMI's autonomous United States company Capitol initially refused to 

release Beatles records. Vee-Jay's releases were at first unsuccessful, but quickly became huge hits once 
the British Invasion took off in early 1964, selling 2.6 million Beatles singles in a single month.\"}], data:
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{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.3.2\", name:\"Information\"},{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.3.1.1\", name:\"1962 - 1964\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.3.1\", 

name:\"Years\"}], data:{$area:10, $color:\"Green\",}, id:\"3.3\", name:\"Vee-jay\"},{children:[{children:
[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.4.2.1\", name:\"Parlophone is a record label, founded 

in Germany in 1896  by the Carl Lindstr&ouml;m Company. The ₤ trademark is a German L, for 
Lindstr&ouml;m. (Coincidentally it also resembles the British pound sign, £, which itself is derived from the 

letter L for Libra, meaning pound in Latin.) Parlophone is best known for its association with The Beatles. 
The label's fortunes began to rise in 1962, when Martin signed rising new Liverpool band The Beatles. Along 

with fellow NEMS stablemates Cilla Black, Billy J. Kramer and the Fourmost, and contemporary Mancunian 
band The Hollies, The Beatles soon turned Parlophone into one of the world's most famous and prestigious 

record labels.\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.4.2\", name:\"Information\"},{children:[{children:
[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"green\",}, id:\"3.4.1.1\", name:\"1962 - 1964\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:

\"green\",}, id:\"3.4.1\", name:\"Years\"}], data:{$area:10, $color:\"Green\",}, id:\"3.4\", name:\"Parlophone\"},
{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.1.1.1\", name:\"In 1960, Lennon, 

McCartney and Harrison were joined by drummer Pete Best (whose mother owned The Casbah Coffee Club 
where the three had played many times) and bassist Stu Sutcliffe, a friend of Lennon's from the Liverpool Art 

School. They went through a succession of names -- Long John and The Beatles, The Silver Beetles, The 
Beat Brothers -- before settling on The Beatles.\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.1.1\", name:

\"Event\"}], data:{$area:10, $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.1\", name:\"1960\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], 
data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.2.1.1\", name:\"By April, 1964, the band's singles occupied the 

top five spots on the Billboard  Hot 100 chart. That summer, they toured New Zealand and Australia, where 
their arrival  in Adelaide was greeted by a crowd estimated at more than 300,000. The first Beatles movie, A 

Hard Day's Night was released in 1964.\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.2.1\", name:\"Event
\"}], data:{$area:10, $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.2\", name:\"1964\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:

{$area:\"80\", $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.3.1.1\", name:\"In August 1966, the band made what would turn out 
to be its last public performance -- at Candlestick Park in San Francisco -- lasting barely over a half hour. 

The decision was made to stop touring and concentrate on writing and recording.\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", 
$color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.3.1\", name:\"Event\"}], data:{$area:10, $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.3\", name:

\"1966\"},{children:[{children:[{children:[], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.4.1.1\", name:\"The 
band's breakup was announced in April  1970, a month before Let It Be was released. Documents filed on 

December 31, 1970 officially ended the legal entity known as The Beatles.\"}], data:{$area:\"80\", $color:
\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.4.1\", name:\"Event\"}], data:{$area:10, $color:\"Orange\",}, id:\"4.4\", name:\"1970\"}], 

data:{$area:100}, id:\"001\", name:\"The Beatles\"}";  
     

     
     var get = function(id){

         return document.getElementById(id);
     };

     var infovis = get('infovis');
     var w = infovis.offsetWidth, h = infovis.offsetHeight;

     infovis.style.width = w + 'px';
     infovis.style.height = h + 'px';

    
     var tm = new TM.Squarified({                
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                rootId: 'infovis',
                levelsToShow: 1,

                 addLeftClickHandler: true,
                 addRightClickHandler: false,

                
                Color: {

                        allow: true,
                        minValue: -100,

                        maxValue: 100,
                        maxColorValue: [255, 0, 0],

                        minColorValue: [0, 0, 255]
                     },

                request: function(nodeId, level, onComplete){
                    var tree = eval('(' + json + ')');

                    var subtree = TreeUtil.getSubtree(tree, nodeId);
                    TreeUtil.prune(subtree, 1);

                    onComplete.onComplete(nodeId, subtree);
                },

                
                onDestroyElement: function(content, tree, isLeaf, leaf){

                    if(leaf.clearAttributes) leaf.clearAttributes();
                },

    
             });

   
    TM.Squarified.implement({

      'setColor': function(json) {
        return json.data.$color;

       },
      });             

            var back = document.getElementById('back');
            back.onclick = showPopup;

            function showPopup() {
              tm.out(this);

            }
            

            
    var pjson = eval('(' + json + ')');

    TreeUtil.prune(pjson, 1);
    tm.loadJSON(pjson);

}
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Appendix 2 — Figures in fullscreen

Figure 4.1 – Paper Prototyping
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Figure 4.2 – Digital prototype
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Figure 4.3 – Interface of the mockup’s top level presented on a mobile device.
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Figure 4.4 — Visualisation of the second level, ”John Lennon”.
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Figure 4.5 — Visualisation of the third level, ”John Lennon” - ”Instrument”.
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